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1596 - David Fabricius / omicron Ceti - Mira 
!

1700ler - William Herschel / alpha Her / 44i Bootis 
!

1700ler - John Goodricke / Algol - Beta Persei
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Pulsating variables vary as their stellar radii swell and shrink, causing changes in their 
magnitude and spectrum. They may be periodic, semi-periodic or irregular in their 
variability. 
 
Eruptive variables undergo irregular episodes of variability due to mass ejection or 
chromospheric activity.  
 
Cataclysmic variables are generally interacting binary systems containing white dwarfs or 
systems that undergo large amplitude outbursts. 
 
X-Ray variables are binary systems containing neutron stars or black holes. 
 
The Variability Tree 
 

The diagram below is a useful illustrative guide to all the types of variability that, more 
or less, follows the scheme of variability laid out in this course. 

 
You will not be required to learn every single type listed here. This course will 

concentrate on those variable stars most typically observed by AAVSO observers. 
 

From “Variable stars across the observational HR diagram” 
Laurent Eyer and Nami Mowlavi 

2008JPhCS.118a2010E 
 
 

 
 

Değişen Yıldızlar Aile Ağacı
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Table 1.2 Eruptive variables

Variables GCVS

FU Orionis

y Cassiopeia & Be

Irregular

FU T Tauri like stars

GCAS Be stars

early type spectra IA

mid/late type IB

I
Orion variables IN

Rapid irregular IS

INA early type spectra
INB mid/late type
INT T Tau stars
IN(YY) matter accreting
ISA early type spectra
ISB mid/late type

R Coronae Borealis

RS Canum Venaticorum

S Doradus

UV Ceti (flare stars)

Wolf-Rayet

RCB eruptions plus pulsation

RS close binaries with H and K Ca II in emission

SDOR very luminous stars (hypergiants)

UV UV KV-MV flaring on time scales of minutes
UVN flaring Orion stars of UV type

WR broad emission features

tion 2.3, the GCVS classification (Table 1.2), which is based on morphological
photometric properties only, is not homogenous and is of rather limited value
for a real physical classification. For instance, the RW Aur type variables (IS)
are physically nothing other than low-mass PMS stars which are usually called
T Tauri stars (INT in GCVS), or the FU Ori type variables (FU in GCVS) are
also T Tauri stars which are in a special stage of their evolution (see Section 2.3
for a detailed description).

D.S. Hall, in Section 6.3, calls attention to the fact that the classification RS
(RS CVn variables) appears twice in the GCVS: first, it appears as one type
in Table 1.2, and it also appears as a type of close-binary eclipsing systems
in Table 1.6. The first attachment may be misleading because the mechanism
for the variability is actually rotational modulation, with the surface brightness
non-uniform as a result of cool spots distributed unevenly in longitude, yet it
does not appear as one of the types of rotating variable stars (Table 1.4). The
second labeling also may be misleading because more than half of the variables
classified in the GCVS as RS are not eclipsing.

GCVS mentions the S Dor variables, and we discuss these stars in Section 2.1.
Before their first observed eruption, such stars are normally classified as a Cyg
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variables (ACYG in GCVS), therefore, this section should be read with parallel
consultation of Section 3.1.

In addition, we describe the y Cas stars as Be stars (Section 3.3).

II. Pulsating variables

GCVS: 'One calls pulsating variables the stars showing periodic expansion and contrac-
tion of their surface layers. Pulsations may be radial or non-radial.'

Table 1.3 Pulsating variables

Variables GCVS

cc Cygni

P Cephei

Cepheids

W Virginis

Classical Cepheids

S Scuti

Slow irregular variables

Mira stars

PV Telescopii

RR Lyrae

RV Tauri stars

ACYG Be-Ae pulsating supergiants

SX Phoenicis stars

ZZ Ceti stars

BCEP

CEP <

CW «

DCEP

DSCT

L (

M

BCEP classical ft Cep stars
BCEPS short period /? Cep stars

f CEP radially pulsating F Ib-II stars
\ CEP(B) double mode pulsators
f CWA population II, Period > 8?
\ CWB population II, Period < 8?
f DCEP classical Cepheids (pop. I)
\ CEP(S) classical Cepheids (overtone)
f DSCT A0-F5III V pulsating stars
\ DSCTC low amplitude DSCT stars

f LB late type giants
\ LC late type supergiants
long period late type giants

PVTEL helium supergiant Bp stars

RR

RV

Semi-regular variables SR

RR(B) double mode RR Lyr stars
RRAB RR Lyr stars with asymmetric light curves
RRC RR Lyr stars with symmetric light curves

radially pulsating supergiants with constant mean magnitude
radially pulsating supergiants with variable mean magnitude
M, C, S giants with some periodicity
M, C, S giants without periodicity

RVA
RVB
SRA
SRB
SRC
SRD

SX PHE pop II pulsating subdwarfs

ZZ ZZA hydrogen pulsating white dwarfs
ZZB helium pulsating white dwarfs

Regarding the /? Cep stars, GCVS has an entry BCEPS standing for 'short
period group of /} Cephei variables' and refers to the 'ultra-short-period B
variables' (Jakate 1979), a group of which the existence is questioned. The
GCVS definition of /J Cephei variables embraces 53 Persei stars (see Section 3.4)
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III. Rotating variables

GCVS: 'We call rotating variables the stars with non-uniform surface brightness or
ellipsoidal shape, their variability being caused by their axial rotation with respect to an
observer. The non-uniformity of surface brightness distributions may be caused by the
presence of spots or by some thermal or chemical inhomogeneity of stellar atmospheres
caused by magnetic field, its axis being not coincident with the star's rotation axis.'

Table 1.4 Rotating variables

Variables

a2 Canum Venaticorum

BY Draconis

Ellipsoidal

FK Comae

Pulsars

SX Arietis

GCVS

ACV &ACVO

BY

ELL

FKCOM

PSR

SXARI

B8p-A7p main-sequence stars

emission-line K-M dwarfs

rotating ellipsoidal variables

rapidly-rotating spotted G-K giants

rapidly-rotating neutron stars

high-temperature analogues of a2 CVn stars

Among the rotating variables, we discuss the Ap and roAp (rapidly rotating
Ap stars), chemically peculiar stars (CP stars) where rotation plays a major role
in the character of light variability. In the roAp stars (Section 4.1) though, the
major cause of light variability is pulsation (combined with rotation). This only
illustrates once more the difficulty of finding a consistent classification scheme
for variables of truly polymorphic nature, even if a most objective and neutral
approach is being followed. That following such an approach is not trivial,
is most eloquently expressed by Don Kurtz while commenting on similarities
between ZZ Ceti stars, roAp variables, and the Sun (Kurtz & Martinez 1994):
'Here we have three different kinds of pulsating star showing some remarkably
similar behaviour. Yet the three different sets of astronomers working on these
three different sets of stars have three different sets of explanations for the
similar behaviour. That bears some thought.'

We do not discuss the helium variables (SX Ari variables, main-sequence
B0p-B9p stars) which are the high-temperature analogs of the a2 Canum
Venaticorum stars.

IV. Cataclysmic (explosive and nova-like) variables

GCVS: We call explosive variables the stars showing outbursts caused by thermonuclear
burst processes in their surface layers (Novae) or deep in their interiors (Supernovae).
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Table 1.5 Eruptive supernovae and cataclysmic variables

Variables GCVS

Novae

Novalike

Supernovae

N

NL

SN

U Geminorum stars (dwarf novae) UG

Z Andromedae stars

NA Fast novae
NB Slow novae
NC Very slow novae
NR Recurrent novae

Type I Supernovae SN I

Type II Supernovae SN II

UGSS SS Cyg stars
UGSU SU UMa stars
UGZ Z Cam stars

ZAND symbiotic systems

We shall use the term 'Nova-like' for the variables showing nova-like outbursts due
to rapid energy release in the surrounding space volume and also for the objects not
displaying outbursts but resembling explosive variables in minimum light by their spectral
(or other) characteristics.'

Some variables classified as nova-like in the GCVS, however, turn out to be
LBVs or Be stars, see Section 2.1 and Section 3.3. On the other hand, GCVS
does not mention the U Gem stars (Dwarf Novae, Section 5.4), which - even
more than nova-like objects - show 'rapid energy release in the surrounding
space volume'.

V. Eclipsing variables

GCVS: 'We adopt a triple system of classifying eclipsing binary systems: according to the
shape of the combined light curve, as well as to physical and evolutionary characteristics
of their components.'

D.S. Hall, in Section 6.2, rightly points out that some binaries classified
EB are not eclipsing at all: the light variation is produced entirely by an
ellipticity effect (see Section 4.2) and the two minima are unequal as a result
of greater limb-darkening effects on the pointed end of the highly distorted
star.

Another type to draw attention to are the W Ser stars. The W Serpentis
group was defined by Plavec (1980), but is not part of the GCVS classifi-
cation scheme, and they can be described as a group of long-period Algol-
like mass-transferring binaries, which are characterised by very substantial
discs around the more massive components, strange and poorly-repeating light
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Table 1.6 Eclipsing variables

Variables GCVS

Classification a

Classification b

Classification c

EA Algol types
EB p Lyr types
EW WUMa types

GS one or two giant components
PN one component is the nucleus of a planetary nebula
RS RS CVn system
WD systems with a white dwarf component
WR systems with a WR component

AR Lac type detached system

Detached main sequence systems
Detached systems with subgiant
Detached systems like WUMa systems

contact systems of early spectral type
contact systems of late spectral type

semi-detached systems

Table 1.7 X-ray sources

Variables GCVS

A-ray sources A <

XB
XF
XI
XJ
XND
XNG
XP
XPR
XPRM

X-ray bursters
fluctuating X-ray systems
X-ray irregulars
X-ray binaries with relativistic jets
X-ray novalike with late-type component
X-ray novalike with early-type component
X-ray pulsar system
X-ray pulsar system plus reflection effect
X-ray system with late-type dwarf and pulsar
with strong magnetic field

curves, prominent optical emission lines and large secular period changes (Wil-
son 1989) - typical members are RX Cas, SX Cas, W Ser, W Cm and p Lyr,
and are classified in GCVS as EA/GS or EB/GS (see also Andersen et al.
1988).
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There is debate in many circles as to whether or not one can classify stars based strictly 
upon an arbitrary observational phenomenon that has nothing to do with the physical 
processes going on. After all, viewed from another planet elsewhere in the galaxy these 
systems may be eclipsing binaries! This loosely defined, “catch-all” group of stars 
doubtless contains misclassified astrophysically interesting stars upon which amateurs 
can conduct serious research.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dönen Değişen Yıldızlar
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Table 5.2. Bright and/or interesting ellipsoidal variables

Name Period (d) !V Spectrum V

ψ Ori 2.526 0.03 B0+B0 4.58

α Vir 4.014 0.10 B2V+B3Vi 0.96

π5 Ori 3.700 0.05 B3+? 3.72

o Per 4.419 0.03 B1III+B 3.82

b Per 1.527 0.06 A2+? 4.54

V1357 Cyg 5.599824 0.21 O9.7Iab + black hole 8.95

contains one normal component, and one component which is a black hole. The

ellipsoidal variability of the normal component gives some information about

the mass of the black hole.

Table 5.2 lists the names, periods (in days), amplitudes, spectral types, and V
magnitudes of five notable ellipsoidal variables.

Figure 5.2 shows the light curve of ψ Orionis. Surprisingly, the ellipsoidal

variable α Virginis (Spica) is not listed as ELL in the GCVS4. It was once a Beta

Cephei star, but its amplitude decreased to zero.

5.3 Classification of eclipsing variables

As with other types of variable stars, the traditional classification

scheme for eclipsing variables is based on the outward appearance of the light

curves, which reflects the presence or absence of the complications discussed

below. At one time, any variable star with brief minima was suspected to be an

eclipsing variable. The GCVS still recognizes the following classes:

! Algol (EA in the GCVS) have light curves with almost flat maxima; the

stars are almost undistorted.! Beta Lyrae (EB in the GCVS) variables have light curves which are

slightly rounded; the stars are distorted into ellipsoids.! W Ursae Majoris (EW in the GCVS) variables have light curves which

vary continuously; the stars are essentially in contact. The periods are

short, generally less than a day, the minima are approximately equal

in depth (a few tenths of a magnitude), and the stars are usually F to G

type or later.

This classification is almost obsolete. In fact, it is rather misleading. Beta

Lyrae is so bizarre that it should not be a prototype for any class. The EA and

EW stars do, however, represent two ends of a spectrum. Algol binaries are

now recognized as semi-detached systems, whereas they used to be considered
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Eclipsing Variables 
 
Eclipsing variables (E) are close binaries whose orbital plane coincidentally lines up with 
our line of sight. As one star passes in front of the other it eclipses the light from the other 
and a dip in the combined brightness of the pair occurs. The most light is lost when the 
fainter of the two companions passes in front of the brighter. These are known as primary 
eclipses. In many cases the brighter star can also pass in front of the fainter, resulting in a 
secondary eclipse. The time lapse between primary eclipses is equal to the orbital period 
of the system. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Binary systems are interesting for many reasons. More than half of all stars are in binary 
or multiple systems. The origins of binary systems are still not well known, and there are 
likely several different scenarios by which they can be created. The fact that eclipsing 
binaries are in close proximity to each other can dramatically affect how the individual 
stars evolve. The light curves of eclipsing binaries give important clues in determining 
the physical properties, such as the size, mass, luminosity and temperature of the stellar 
components. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Örten Çift Yıldızlar

http://astro.unl.edu/naap/ebs/animations/ebs.html
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Figure 5.3 The Lagrangian surfaces around a pair of stars in mutual orbit. In order

from the top: (i) the Lagrange surfaces in general; (ii) a detached binary, in which

both stars are smaller than their Roche lobe; (iii) a semi-detached system, in which

one star fills its Roche lobe but the other does not; (iv) in a contact system, both

stars are contained within a common envelope of material. (From Terrell, 2001.)
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Figure 5.4 Schematic view of mass transfer from one component to the other.

Specifically, this represents Algol, a K2IV star filling its Roche lobe, and a B8V star

on to which the mass stream impacts. Note the sun, for scale. (Jeff Dixon Graphics.)

As is often the case, the GCVS classification system is somewhat archaic.

Researchers in the field more commonly use the EA, EB, EW system, but modified

as mentioned above.

Another means of classification, of course, is according to the types of stars

in the system. Those containing white dwarfs, neutron stars, or black holes

can be especially interesting. Those with giant or supergiant components will

be interesting if they cause the system to be semi-detached, or contact. The

GCVS4 includes this third system of classification: GS for systems with one or

both giant components, PN for systems including a planetary nebula nucleus,

RS for RS Canum Venaticorum systems, WD for systems containing a white

dwarf, and WR for systems containing a Wolf--Rayet star. Since binaries with such

exotic components are often eruptive variables, they will be discussed more in

chapter 7.

The system of classification of binary variables is complex, and it is advan-

tageous to focus on the physical processes which cause the variability in each

case.

5.4 Analysis of eclipsing variables

The basic observational data for eclipsing variables consist of the light

curve and, if possible, one or more colour curves (e.g. (B -- V) and (U -- B)). The

accuracy and reliability of these determines the accuracy of the stellar properties

determined from them. The observations must be carefully made, and carefully

Impact 
region Mass 

stream

Phase 
0.0

Spots
Accreting 

gas

Phase 
0.5

8
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Fig. 13.3. The variation of brightness, colour and size of
a cepheid during its pulsation

They are mostly members of close binary systems in
which mass is transferred from one component to the
other.

In addition a few rotating variables are known, where
the brightness variations are due to an uneven temper-
ature distribution on the surface, starspots coming into
sight when the star rotates. Such stars may be quite
common – after all, our Sun is a weak rotating vari-
able. The most prominent group of rotating variables
are the magnetic A stars (e. g. the α2 Canum Venatico-
rum stars). These stars have strong magnetic fields that
may be giving rise to starspots. The periods of rotat-
ing variables range from about 1 day to 25 d, and the
amplitudes are less than 0.1 mag.

13.2 Pulsating Variables
The wavelengths of the spectral lines of the pulsating
variables change along with the brightness variations
(Table 13.1). These changes are due to the Doppler
effect, showing that the outer layers of the star are indeed

Table 13.1. The main properties of pulsating variables (N ,
number of stars of the given type in Kukarkin’s catalogue,
P, pulsation period in days, ∆m, pulsation amplitude in
magnitudes)

Variable N P Spectrum ∆m

Classical cepheids 800 1–135 F–K I ! 2
(δ Cep, W Vir)

RR Lyrae 6100 < 1 A–F8 ! 2

Dwarf cepheids 200 0.05–7 A–F ! 1
(δ Scuti)

β Cephei 90 0.1–0.6 B1–B3 III " 0.3

Mira variables 5800 80–1000 M–C " 2.5

RV Tauri 120 30–150 G–M ! 4

Semiregular 3400 30–1000 K–C ! 4.5

Irregular 2300 – K–M ! 2

pulsating. The observed gas velocities are in the range
of 40–200 km/s.

The period of pulsation corresponds to a proper fre-
quency of the star. Just like a tuning fork vibrates with
a characteristic frequency when hit, a star has a fun-
damental frequency of vibration. In addition to the
fundamental frequency other frequencies, “overtones”,
are possible. The observed brightness variation can be
understood as a superposition of all these modes of
vibration. Around 1920, the English astrophysicist Sir
Arthur Eddington showed that the period of pulsation P
is inversely proportional to the square root of the mean
density,

P ∝ 1√
ρ

. (13.1)

The diameter of the star may double during the pulsa-
tion, but usually the changes in size are minor. The main
cause of the light variation is the periodic variation of the
surface temperature. We have seen in Sect. 5.6 that the
luminosity of a star depends sensitively on its effective
temperature, L ∝ T 4

e . Thus a small change in effective
temperature leads to a large brightness variation.

Normally a star is in stable hydrostatic equilibrium.
If its outer layers expand, the density and temperature
decrease. The pressure then becomes smaller and the
force of gravity compresses the gas again. However,
unless energy can be transferred to the gas motions,
these oscillations will be damped.

The flux of radiative energy from the stellar interior
could provide a source of energy for the stellar oscil-
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Zonklayan Yıldızlar
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Phased light curve of a 4.64 day period Cepheid 
 

See also VSOTS Delta Cephei 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_delcep 
 
 
Type II Cepheids pulsate for the same reasons as classical Cepheids, and it is difficult to 
distinguish between them by their light curves alone. But their physical nature and 
evolutionary history is quite different. Population II Cepheids are older, low mass stars- 
typically 0.5 to 0.6 solar masses. Type II Cepheids tend to reside away from the disk of 
the galaxy and have lower metal abundances than classical Cepheids, making them 
important ‘fossils’ of the first generation of stars in our galaxy.  
 
Type II Cepheids obey a different period-luminosity relationship, so it is important to 
distinguish between the two types. Once this error was discovered and the P-L 
relationship for Cepheids was re-calibrated in the 1950’s, the distance scale of the 
universe doubled! 
 
W Virginis (CW) vary with amplitudes from 0.3 to 1.2 magnitudes in V, and have 
periods that range from 0.8 to 35 days. The light curves of CW stars sometimes exhibit 
humps on the descending branch of the light curve, or sometimes a broad flat maximum.   
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known as the Blazhko effect, whose explanation remains one of the enduring mysteries in 
astrophysics to this day. 
 
Highly recommended further reading:  
VSOTS RR Lyrae 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_rrlyr 
 

 
Light curve of AR Her demonstrating the modulation in the light curve of this known RR Lyrae star 

 
RR Lyr are further divided into RRAB, RRC and RRD classes. 
 
RRAB are variables with asymmetrical light curves, displaying steep ascending branches. 
They have periods from 0.3 to 1.2 days and amplitudes ranging from 0.5 to 2 magnitudes 
in V.  
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Delta Scuti (DSCT) stars are the most numerous pulsating variables among all the bright 
stars. The pulsation mechanism for DSCTs is well understood. It is basically the same as 
for Cepheids. They are spectral types A to F, have short periods ranging from 0.01 to 0.2 
days, and have amplitudes that range from 0.003 to 0.9 in V. Many of these stars are 
multi-periodic. FG Virginis, for example, pulsates in 79 different modes! This, along with 
their small amplitudes makes determining their periods very challenging.  
 
Period changes can be measured, and this makes them an interesting class of objects for 
AAVSO observers to follow.  
 
DSCT stars with amplitudes greater than 0.2 magnitudes are called High Amplitude Delta 
Scutis, or HADS. 
 

 
 

A delta Scuti light curve. Note the very short period. 
 
Recommended reading:  
VSOTS Delta Scuti 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_delsct 
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Mira type variables (M), named after omicron Ceti (aka Mira), have relatively stable 
periods of 100-1000 days, with most falling between 150 and 450 days. Amplitudes in V 
can range from 2.5 to 10 magnitudes. With such large amplitudes they have historically 
been the most numerous and well-observed stars in the AAVSO program.  
 

 
1000 day light curve of the Mira, R Leo 

 
 

There are two reasons for the extreme visual amplitudes of Miras. First, as the star gets 
fainter, it also becomes cooler, so less of the total energy of the star is released in the 
visual part of the spectrum. Second, and more important, as the star becomes cooler it 
forms TiO molecules which are extremely efficient at absorbing light in the V band. 
 
Miras are highly evolved stars with masses ranging from 0.6 to several times the Sun. 
Their radii can be several hundred times the Sun, where if they were placed in our solar 
system the outer atmosphere would extend beyond the Earth’s orbit. They are the coolest, 
largest and most luminous red giants 
 
Recommended reading, VSOTS:  
VSOTS Mira 2 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_mira2 
VSOTS RU Virginis 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_ruvir 
And Miras with period changes 
http://www.aavso.org/mira-variables-period-changes 
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13. Variable Stars

Fig. 13.2. The location of
variables in the HR diagram

13.1 Classification
When a new variable is discovered, it is given a name
according to the constellation in which it is located. The
name of the first variable in a given constellation is R,
followed by the name of the constellation (in the gen-
itive case). The symbol for the second variable is S,
and so on, to Z. After these, the two-letter symbols RR,
RS, . . . to ZZ are used, and then AA to QZ (omitting I).
This is only enough for 334 variables, a number that has
long been exceeded in most constellations. The number-
ing therefore continues: V335, V336, etc. (V stands for
variable). For some stars the established Greek letter
symbol has been kept, although they have later been
found to be variable (e. g. δ Cephei).

The classification of variables is based on the shape
of the lightcurve, and on the spectral class and ob-
served radial motions. The spectrum may also contain
dark absorption lines from material around the star. Ob-

servations can be made outside the optical region as
well. Thus the radio emission of some variables (e. g.
flare stars) increases strongly, simultaneously with their
optical brightness. Examples of radio and X-ray vari-
ables are the radio and X-ray pulsars, and the X-ray
bursters.

Variables are usually divided into three main
types: pulsating, eruptive and eclipsing variables. The
eclipsing variables are binary systems in which the
components periodically pass in front of each other.
In these variables the light variations do not corre-
spond to any physical change in the stars. They have
been treated in connection with the binary stars. In the
other variables the brightness variations are intrinsic
to the stars. In the pulsating variables the variations
are due to the expansion and contraction of the outer
layers. These variables are giants and supergiants that
have reached an unstable stage in their evolution. The
eruptive variables are usually faint stars ejecting mass.

Hertzsprung-Russell 
Diagramı
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Chapter Four 
 
Cataclysmic Variables (CVs) 
 
CVs are semi-detached close binary systems in which a white drwarf (WD) accretes 
material from a Roche-lobe-filling secondary. In most known CVs, the secondary is 
(almost always) a main sequence star, and the transfer of mass from the secondary to the 
WD happens via an accretion disk. The orbital periods of CVs are typically between 75 
min and 6hrs, although there are exceptional systems– usually with evolved or compact 
donor stars–with periods outside this range.  
 

 
 

A typical cataclysmic variable, consisting of a red dwarf secondary that has filled its Roche lobe and is 
losing matter, via an accretion disk, onto a white dwarf primary. 

 
Dwarf Novae 
 
Dwarf Novae (DNe) or U Geminorum-type variable stars (UG), are cataclysmic variables 
consisting of a close binary star system in which one of the components is a white dwarf, 
which accretes matter from its companion. They are similar to classical novae in that the 
white dwarf is involved in periodic outbursts, but the mechanisms are different. Current 
theory suggests that dwarf novae result from instability in the accretion disk, when gas in 
the disk reaches a critical temperature that causes a change in viscosity, resulting in a 
collapse onto the white dwarf that releases large amounts of gravitational potential 
energy. 
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1000 day light curve of U Gem 

 
There are three subtypes of U Geminorum star (UG), based mostly on their light curves: 
UGSS, UGSU and UGZ. 
 
SS Cygni stars (UGSS), which increase in brightness by 2-6 mag in V in 1-2 days, and 
return to their original brightness in several subsequent days. Cycle times between 
outbursts ranges from a few days to years. Orbital periods are usually longer than 3 
hours. 
 

 
500 day light curve of SS Cygni. Note the two distinct types of outbursts. 

 
SU Ursae Majoris stars (UGSU), which, along with normal outbursts, have brighter and 
longer "super-outbursts." The cycle times of superoutbursts (super-cycle) are usually 
several times the length of time between normal outbursts. Orbital periods are usually 
shorter than 2 hours.  
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Suggested reading: 
VSOTS SU Ursae Majoris 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_suuma 
VSOTS WZ Sagittae 
http://www.aavso.org/vsots_wzsge 
 
ER Ursae Majoris stars (UGER) are dwarf novae in which the interval between super-
outbursts is unusually short (only 20 to 50 days). ER UMa stars typically spend a third to 
a half their time in super-outburst. When not in super-outburst these stars show frequent 
normal outbursts- one every few days. (Sometimes referred to as RZ LMi stars) 
 

 
500 day light curve of ER UMa showing frequent normal outbursts and several superoutbursts. 

 
UGER often show negative superhumps in their light curves. Negative superhumps result 
when the accretion disc is tilted with respect to the orbital plane. The nodes of the tilted 
disc precess slowly in the retrograde direction (nodes are the points where the edges of 
the tilted disk pass through the orbital plane), resulting in a photometric signal with a 
period slightly less than the orbital period. 
 

 
 

Illustration of a tilted disk at the same orbital phase while the tilt precesses through the cycle. 
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gözlemlere dayanılarak sınıflandırılmışlardır. Günümüzde kataklismik değişenler klasik 

novalar, tekrarlayan novalar, cüce novalar ve nova benzeri yıldızlar olmak üzere dört 

gruba ayrılır. Kataklismik değişenlerin günümüzde kabul edilen detaylı sınıflaması 

Tablo 1.1'de verilmiştir. 

 

Tablo 1.1 : Kataklismik değişenlerin sınıflandırılması. Çizelgenin ilk sütununda sınıflar büyük 
harflerle, bu sınıflara ait olan alt sınıflar küçük harflerle ve italik olarak yazılmıştır. İkinci sütun 
patlama genliğini, üçüncü sütun bir patlama sırasında açığa çıkan enerjiyi, dördüncü sütun ise 

patlamaların tekrarlama dönemlerini göstermektedir (Ak, 1999). 

SINIF GENLİK 
(m) 

ENERJİ ÇIKIŞI 
(erg) 

TEKRARLAMA 
DÖNEMİ 

NOVA 8 – 18 1044 - 1045 Tekrarlama yok 

TEKRARLAYAN NOVA 7 – 9 1043 - 1044 10 - 100 + yıl 

CÜCE NOVA 

                                  U Gem     

SU UMa 

Z Cam  

 

2 – 6 

2 – 6 

2 – 6 

 

1038 - 1039 

1038 - 1039 

1038 - 1039 

 

30 - 500  + gün 

10 - 30 + gün 

10 - 50 + gün 

NOVA BENZERİ YILDIZ 

UX UMa 

Anti-Cüce 

DQ Her 

AM Her 

AM CVn 

 

----- 

2 – 5 

----- 

2 – 5 

----- 

 

----- 

----- 

----- 

----- 

----- 

 

----- 

sönükleşme 

----- 

sönükleşme 

----- 
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Most novae probably erupt more than once in their lifetime, with the mass of the white 
dwarf determining the amount of accreted material that needs to accumulate before 
triggering on outburst. Systems with a white dwarf of 0.6 solar masses might take as long 
as 5 million years between eruptions. A system with a 1.3 solar mass white dwarf might 
only take 30,000 years between eruptions. 
 

 
 

Light curve of V1494 Aql (NA) showing its rapid decline from maximum 
 

The novae with the largest outburst amplitudes fade the fastest. Novae are further sub-
divided by the time it takes to fade by 3 magnitudes from maximum light. 
 

 (NA) Fast novae, with a rapid brightness increase, followed by a brightness 
decline of 3 magnitudes within 100 days. 

 (NB) Slow novae, with a 3 magnitudes decline in 150 days or more. 
 (NC) Very slow novae, staying at maximum light for a decade or more, fading 

very slowly. It is possible that NC type novae are objects differing physically very 
much from normal novae. The cool components of these systems are probably 
giants or supergiants, sometimes semi-regular variables, and even Mira variables. 
They may be planetary nebulae in the process of formation. 

Kataklismik Değişenler



13.3 Eruptive Variables
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Fig. 13.12. In 1975 a new
variable, Nova Cygni or
V1500 Cygni, was dis-
covered in Cygnus. In
the upper photograph the
nova is at its brightest
(about 2 magnitudes), and
in the lower photograph
it has faded to magni-
tude 15. (Photographs Lick
Observatory)
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13. Variable Stars

Fig. 13.13. The novae are thought to
be white dwarfs accreting matter from
a nearby companion star. At times, nu-
clear reactions burning the accreted
hydrogen are ignited, and this is seen as
the flare-up of a nova

The supernovae are exploding stars. In the explo-
sion a gas shell expanding with a velocity around
10,000 km/s is ejected. The expanding gas shell re-
mains visible for thousands of years. A few tens of such
supernova remnants have been discovered in the Milky
Way. The remnant of the actual star may be a neutron
star or a black hole.

The supernovae are classified as type I and type II
based on whether their spectra show evidence of hydro-
gen. Type I supernovae are further divided into types Ia
(silicon is present), Ib (no silicon, but helium present),
and Ic (no silicon, little helium).

Fig. 13.14. The lightcurves of the two types of super-
novae. Above SN 1972e type I and below SN 1970g type II.
(Kirchner, R.P. (1976): Sci. Am. 235, No. 6, 88)

The supernova types also differ in regard to their
light curves (Fig. 13.14). Type I supernovae fade away
in a regular manner, almost exponentially. The decline
of a type II supernova is less regular and its maximum
luminosity is smaller. Type II supernovae have been
further subdivided into several classes on the basis of
their light curves.

In Chap. 11 it was mentioned that there are several
possible ways in which a star may come to explode
at the end of its evolution. The type II supernova is
the natural endpoint of the evolution of a single star.
Types Ib and Ic also arise from massive stars that have
lost their hydrogen envelope by winds or to a companion
(e. g. Wolf–Rayet stars). These types are collectively
referred to as core-collapse supernovae.

The type Ia supernovae, on the other hand, have about
the mass of the Sun and should end up as white dwarfs.
However, if a star is accreting mass from a binary com-
panion, it will undergo repeated nova outbursts. Some
of the accreted material will then be turned into he-
lium or carbon and oxygen, and will collect on the star
and increase its mass. Finally the mass may exceed the
Chandrasekhar limit. The star will then collapse and
explode as a supernova.

At least six supernova explosions have been ob-
served in the Milky Way. Best known are the “guest
star” seen in China in 1054 (whose remnant is the
Crab nebula), Tycho Brahe’s supernova in 1572 and
Kepler’s supernova in 1604. On the basis of observa-
tions of other Sb–Sc-type spiral galaxies, the interval
between supernova explosions in the Milky Way is

13.4 Examples
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Fig. 13.15. Supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud before and after the explosion. (Photographs ESO)

predicted to be about 50 years. Some will be hid-
den by obscuring material, but the 400 years’ interval
since the last observed supernova explosion is unusually
long.

On February 23, 1987 the first burst of light from
a supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud, the small
companion galaxy of the Milky Way, reached the Earth
(Fig. 13.15). This supernova, SN 1987A, was of type II,
and was the brightest supernova for 383 years. After
its first detection, SN 1987A was studied in great detail
by all available means. Although the general ideas of
Sects. 11.4 and 11.5 on the final stages of stellar evolu-
tion have been confirmed, there are complications. Thus
e.g. the progenitor star was a blue rather than a red giant
as expected, perhaps because of the lower abundance of
heavy elements in the Large Magellanic Cloud com-
pared to that in the Milky Way. The collapse of its core
released a vast amount of energy as a pulse of neutrinos,
which was detected in Japan and the USA. The amount

of energy released indicates that the remnant is a neu-
tron star. As of January 2006 the remnant has, however,
not been seen yet.

13.4 Examples

Example 13.1 The observed period of a cepheid is
20 days and its mean apparent magnitude m = 20. From
Fig. 13.4, its absolute magnitude is M ≈ −5. According
to (4.11), the distance of the cepheid is

r = 10×10(m − M)/5 = 10×10(20 + 5)/5

= 106 pc = 1 Mpc .

Example 13.2 The brightness of a cepheid varies
2 mag. If the effective temperature is 6000 K at the max-
imum and 5000 K at the minimum, how much does the
radius change?

Nova V1500 Cyg

SN 1987A
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Değişen Yıldızların Adlandırılması

Bayer adlandırması olan yıldızlar adlandırılmaz 
!

Adlandırmaya R’den başlanır ve Z’ye kadar devam edilir. 
!

Z’den sonra, RR’den RZ’ye sonra SS’den SZ’ye, TT’den TZ’ye ve en son ZZ’ye kadar 
devam edilir. 

!
ZZ’den sonra, AA’dan AZ’ye, BB’den BZ’ye, CC’den CZ’ye ve en son QZ’ye kadar 

adlandırma yapılır. J harfi hiç kullanılmaz. 
!

Bu şekilde yapılan adlandırmada BA, CA, CB, DA veya benzeri adlandırma üretilmez. 
!

Bu şekilde toplam 334 değişen yıldız adlandırılabilir.#
!

Sonrasında V335, V336, V337 diye devam edilir.

Ör: GQ Dra, V357 Peg, W UMa, 44 Bootis, AB And, RZ Cas, V401 Aur

Soru: Bir takımyıldızda en çok kaç değişen olabilir? Hangi takımyıldızlar?



SIMBAD 
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr

GCVS 
General Catalogue of Variables Stars 

http://www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/gcvs/

IBVS 
Information Bulletin on Variable Stars 

http://www.konkoly.hu/IBVS/

Değişen Yıldız Listeleri / Katalogları
Bir yıldızın değişen olup olmadığını nereden öğrenebiliriz?

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr
http://www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/gcvs/
http://www.konkoly.hu/IBVS/


Janet Akyüz Mattei (1943--2004) (Photo by Michael Mattei, courtesy of the AAVSO.)
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Target Audience 
 
The AAVSO CCD Observing Manual is meant for anyone with an interest in using CCDs to make variable 
star observations. Most of the information is written with the beginner and intermediate CCD observer in 
mind. However, even the most advanced CCD observer will probably find some information useful. CCD 
photometry has been called an art by some because of all the intricate details involved in getting a good 
result. Art and science both have one thing in common — neither has experts.  
 
If you have any questions we encourage you to contact us at headquarters, or browse our further reading 
and external links section.  
 
1.2 CCD vs. Visual Observing 
 
After years of debate on the AAVSO Discussion Group a general consensus has emerged. CCD and visual 
variable star astronomy are complementary rather than competing endeavors. Each brings their own 
strengths and weaknesses to the table:  
 

  Strengths Weaknesses 

Visual 

Quick  
 
Easier (minimal technology)  
 
Less equipment/Less expensive 
 
Sufficient accuracy for high-amplitude stars 

Cannot go as faint without very large 
apertures  
 
Less precision 
 
Affected by observer physiology as well 
as technique  

CCD 

Higher precision  
 
More accepted by scientific community (if filtered and 
properly calibrated)  
 
Can go much fainter  
 
Can be automated 

Time consuming  
 
Complex technology  
 
Requires more equipment and more 
expense 

 
The most successful observing programs in the AAVSO combine the capabilities of both programs. For 
example, the eclipsing binary committee routinely uses visual observers to follow an EB to get a general 
idea for the time of minima. Then the CCD observers schedule a night where they can refine that time. 
Visual observers are also able to monitor many variables in a given night, and can in principle provide 
faster notification of important events like outbursts; CCD observers can then concentrate on active objects 
to obtain high precision time-series or calibrated photometry. 

Görsel Gözlem / CCD ile Gözlem
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To the right is a light 
curve of SS Del. You 
can see how the visual 
observers took over 
near maxima (brighter 
than mag 14) and the 
CCD observers took 
over near minima 
(below mag 14). This 
is a great example of 
cooperation to build a 
terrific light curve.  
 
If you are currently a 
visual observer and 
are happy with your 
current program then 
there is no need to 
invest the time and 
money for CCD work. 
Only consider CCD 
work if there are 
specific programs that 
you would like to 
participate in that 
require the unique 
benefits of the CCD, 
or if you are a lover of 
technology and would 
just enjoy the 
challenge it presents.  
 
Remember the goal here — to have fun and collect real data for the scientific community. Both can be 
achieved by CCD and visual observing programs.  
 
1.3. Are You Ready? (Prerequisites) 
 
Before getting started you should have some experience with your CCD camera. You should:  
 

• Know how CCD cameras operate (well depth, shutter types, linearity, etc.)   
• Have basic experience using your CCD camera.  
• Have good working knowledge of computers (especially regarding processing data and text files).  
• Highly recommended but not required: have some experience doing visual variable star estimates.  

 
The last item can save you a lot of time. "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." In general, for 
every visual variable star estimate you will probably end up saving yourself ten times that amount of time 
in your CCD learning curve. Try to make at least one hundred visual variable star estimates. Pull out some 
binocular variables and just follow them once a week for a month. If you haven't already, get a copy and 
become familiar with the AAVSO's excellent Manual For Visual Observing of Variable Stars.  
 
This experience will be key to teaching you how to identify fields, how color affects estimates (important 
later when we get into filters), the behavior of a star's light curve, how to submit data, and perhaps most 
importantly – patience! Also, visual observing is usually quite fun and addictive, so practice will help make 
sure you enjoy variable star observing. After all, for most of us this is a hobby right? CCD Observing has 
many facets to it. Each one of these areas you gain experience with is one less area you have to be 

Targets of Opportunity – Asteroids 11

quency shift and distance. With a little imagination, one can “see” the shape of the
asteroid and determine whether or not it has a satellite.

Ground-based lightcurve observations can help establish limiting parameters
before radar observations begin, allowing the astronomers to determine if the radar
observations have a reasonable chance of providing useful data. For example, if
the asteroid is rotating too slowly, the frequency shift caused by rotation may be
difficult to detect since it is so small. Lightcurve observations obtained at the same
time as the radar observations are also used to help constrain the results found by
the radar observations.

2.1.6 Remove Observational Biases

There are several biases in the current sample of asteroid lightcurves. All of these
skew the results of studies using rotation rates and may lead to inaccurate conclu-
sions about the formation of the asteroid system.

Bright and Large
It’s easy to work the bright, and by inference – larger – asteroids. There’s no harm
in doing that if the work you’re doing is to help make the shape and/or pole deter-
mination of the asteroid. What’s very much missing from the data pool is the
smaller (fainter and/or more distant) asteroids. As noted above, there appears to be
a barrier regarding rotation rate and size. There may be other barriers or plateaus
not yet recognized because there is insufficient data.

Working faint targets means noisier data. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the data for
each individual run on the asteroid was fairly noisy, and it would have been diffi-
cult to establish good lightcurve parameters based on just one or two nights. How-
ever, by getting a number of runs, the noise averaged out and the period analysis
code was able to determine the period with a high degree of precision.

Figure 2.1 Beating down the noise. If a target is faint, such that the data in the
lightcurve is noisy, it’s still possible to get a reasonable lightcurve.



Delta Cephei 31

Figure 6.1. Delta Cephei: 22h27m.3, +58◦10′; circle is 8◦; Cepheid variable;

range 3.5--4.4; period 5.37d.

Parlak Değişen Yıldızlar / Çıplak Gözle Gözlem

Argelander Yöntemi
Beta Lyrae 37

Figure 7.1. Beta Lyrae: 18h48m.2, +33◦18′; eclipsing binary variable; range 3.3--4.4;

period 12.91d; circle is 6◦.
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Şekil 2.1 : Z Camelopardalis’in AAVSO’dan alınmış uzun dönemli ışık eğrisi. 

 

Duraksamalar sırasında sistemin parlaklığı sabit kalmakla beraber 1 kadirden düşük 

genlikli salınımlar gösterir. Kato (2001), Z Cam için böyle salınımları tespit etmiştir. 

Merkezi Japonya’da bulunan Variable Star Network (VSNET)’e gönderilen gözlemleri 

kullanarak yaptığı çalışmada Z Cam’ın duraksama sırasında 12 gün dönemli mini-

patlamalar yaptığını göstermiştir (Şekil 2.2). Kato’nun kullandığı gözlemlerdeki 

standart hatalar (± 0,2 kadir) Z Cam’ın duraksama sırasında düşük genlikli salınımlar 

yaptığı yorumunu etkileyecek kadar büyük değildir. 
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ÖNSÖZ 

Kataklismik değişenlerin bir alt sınıfı olan Z Cam türü cüce novalar, ışık eğrilerinde 
gösterdikleri duraksamalarla en ilginç yıldız gruplarından biridir. Bu türden 
davranışların araştırılmasında uzun dönemli görsel verilere ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. Bu 
verilerin kesintisiz olması ayrıca beklenen bir durumdur. Ancak bu gözlemleri 
yapabilmek profesyonel astronomlar için neredeyse imkânsızdır. Bunun iki nedeni 
vardır: 1) Profesyonel astronomların yüzlerce yıldızı uzun süreli gözleyecek vakitleri 
yoktur, 2) Gözlemevlerinden teleskop zamanı alabilmek için buralara özgün projeler 
vermek gerekmektedir. Ne mutlu ki, günümüzde amatör astronomi oldukça gelişmiştir 
ve gökyüzüne meraklı insanlar sayesinde ihtiyaç duyulan veriler toplanabilmektedir. Bu 
çalışmadaki verilerin de alındığı AAVSO şu anda amatörlerin çalıştığı Dünya’daki en 
büyük kuruluştur. AAVSO gözlemcilerinin yoğun emekleri sayesinde oluşturulan veri 
bankasındaki gözlemler profesyonel araştırıcıların hizmetine sunulmaktadır. Bu 
bağlamda bu çalışmada kullanılan veriler için öncelikle AAVSO gözlemcilerine 
teşekkür etmek istiyorum. Onların karşılıksız çabaları olmasaydı bu ve benzeri 
çalışmaların ortaya çıkmaları mümkün olamazdı. 
 
AAVSO’yu 30 yıldır başarıyla yöneten Türk bilimci Sayın Dr. Janet Akyüz Mattei bu 
çalışmanın hazırlanma süreci içinde 22 Mart 2004 tarihinde, yakalandığı kan 
kanserinden kurtulamayarak hayata veda etmiştir. Çalıştığım yıldızlara ait en son 
verilere ulaşmam konusundaki yardımlarını ve hem amatör hem de profesyonel 
astronomi dünyasına yaptığı katkıları unutmam mümkün değil. Bu çalışmayı onun aziz 
hatırasına ithaf ediyorum. 
 
Çalışmam boyunca bana yol gösteren ve demokratik bir ortamda tartışma olanağı sunan 
hocam, tez danışmanım Sayın Prof.Dr. M. Türker ÖZKAN’a teşekkürü bir borç bilirim. 
 
Uzakta olmalarına rağmen zaman zaman çalışmam konusunda yardım aldığım 
arkadaşlarım Ahmet DERVİŞOĞLU ve Mehmet Mustafa KESKİN’e teşekkürler. 
 
Yaptığım çalışmalarda ama özellikle tez çalışmasında büyük desteğini hissettiğim, 
ümitsizliğe kapıldığım anlarda bana moral verip çalışmama yardım eden sevgili Şebnem 
SEZEN’e çok teşekkür ediyorum. 
 
Hayatta attığım her adımı saygıyla karşılayan, bana desteklerini esirgemeyen, arkamda 
bir güç olarak hissettiğim annem Şehnaz ALİŞ ve babam Mehmet Ali ALİŞ’e ne kadar 
teşekkür etsem azdır. 
 
 
 
Haziran, 2004               Sinan ALİŞ 
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AAVSO’yu 30 yıldır başarıyla yöneten Türk bilimci Sayın Dr. Janet Akyüz Mattei bu 
çalışmanın hazırlanma süreci içinde 22 Mart 2004 tarihinde, yakalandığı kan 
kanserinden kurtulamayarak hayata veda etmiştir. Çalıştığım yıldızlara ait en son 
verilere ulaşmam konusundaki yardımlarını ve hem amatör hem de profesyonel 
astronomi dünyasına yaptığı katkıları unutmam mümkün değil. Bu çalışmayı onun aziz 
hatırasına ithaf ediyorum. 
 
Çalışmam boyunca bana yol gösteren ve demokratik bir ortamda tartışma olanağı sunan 
hocam, tez danışmanım Sayın Prof.Dr. M. Türker ÖZKAN’a teşekkürü bir borç bilirim. 
 
Uzakta olmalarına rağmen zaman zaman çalışmam konusunda yardım aldığım 
arkadaşlarım Ahmet DERVİŞOĞLU ve Mehmet Mustafa KESKİN’e teşekkürler. 
 
Yaptığım çalışmalarda ama özellikle tez çalışmasında büyük desteğini hissettiğim, 
ümitsizliğe kapıldığım anlarda bana moral verip çalışmama yardım eden sevgili Şebnem 
SEZEN’e çok teşekkür ediyorum. 
 
Hayatta attığım her adımı saygıyla karşılayan, bana desteklerini esirgemeyen, arkamda 
bir güç olarak hissettiğim annem Şehnaz ALİŞ ve babam Mehmet Ali ALİŞ’e ne kadar 
teşekkür etsem azdır. 
 
 
 
Haziran, 2004               Sinan ALİŞ 
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Figure 3.2 The responses of the Bessell CCD filters. The shapes were made to
approximate closely those of the original Johnson–Cousins system when using a
typical CCD camera with extended red response.

In a 1990 paper, Bessell derived a new set of filters that allowed most CCDs to
transform values to the Johnson–Cousins system (see Fig. 3.2). Most filter suppli-
ers use these specifications for the filters they sell. To be safe, you should confirm
that the filters you get are for Bessell specs and Cousins Rc and Ic bands.

3.7 Landolt Standards

The final definition of the UBVRcIc standard is the result of the extensive work by
Arlo Landolt. In 1973 he published a list of stars carefully transformed to the
Johnson UBV system. He extended that list to include stars in the Cousins R and I
bands in 1983. In 1992 he published one of the more important works in pho-
tometry. This included an extensive list of stars in the Johnson UBV and Cousins
RI systems. Most observers now use those lists to transform their system to that of
the Johnson–Cousins systems. In fact, if one does not use those lists, one should be
prepared to provide more than the usual justification regarding the accuracy of
one’s results.

Landolt’s catalog includes fields near the celestial equator with magnitudes in
at least the B, V, and often R bands. Being on the equator makes them readily
available to observers in either hemisphere. You can download the Landolt catalog
from several locations, including the Lowell Observatory site. FTP to

ftp.lowell.edu/pub/bas/starcats

Be sure to read the LANDOLT.NOTES file. Not all the Landolt fields are of the
highest quality; some stars were measured only a few times or are variable, and
should be avoided.
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Chapter 4

The Photometry Primer

This chapter will cover the details of reducing the raw instrumental magnitudes
you get when measuring your images into magnitudes on a standard system.
There’s a little math involved, but not too much. Also, the approach taken in this
book will be a little different from the more traditional ones you’ll find elsewhere.

Throughout the photometric process and into analyzing the data there is often
the tendency to accept the results presented by the computer without question. Do
not make this mistake. When finding the photometric transforms, extinction val-
ues, and zero-points don’t assume the derived value is correct. Often those values
are determined by linear regression methods that can be easily fooled by just one
bad data point. Look at a plot of the data (the software should provide one). See if
there are one or more data points “out of skew.” If so, eliminate that point from the
calculations and rework the numbers. There is no substitute for common sense.

4.1 Instrumental Versus Standard Magnitudes

When you measure the brightness of an object, you obtain what is called a raw
instrumental magnitude. The value is determined by the formula:

m = –2.5 * log(I) (4.1)

where I is the measured total intensity of the target.
For CCD images, this translates into the total of the pixel values from the star

times the ADU conversion factor (gain) less the sky background. Chip/camera
manufacturers often state this as e–/ADU. A common value is 2.3. For example,
given an ADU value of 1000 and an ADU conversion of 2.3 e–/ADU, then

m = –2.5 * log(1000 * 2.3)
m = –8.404

Note that the value of 1000 is not the sum of the pixel values within a measuring
aperture but is the sum contributed only by the star. The sky background must be
removed before calculating the magnitude. Also, recall that as a star gets brighter,
its instrumental magnitude is more negative. For example, if I = 1, then m = 0.0;
and if I = 1,000,000 then m = –15.00.

This is in keeping with the definition of the stellar magnitude system, where
brighter stars have smaller values than fainter stars. Some objects have negative

4.3 Magnitude Systems
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magnitudes can be equal, the flux density corresponding
to the bolometric magnitude must always be higher. The
reason of this apparent contradiction is in the different
values of F0.

The more the radiation distribution differs from that
of the Sun, the higher the bolometric correction is. The
correction is positive for stars both cooler or hotter than
the Sun. Sometimes the correction is defined as mbol =
mv +BC in which case BC ≤ 0 always. The chance
for errors is, however, very small, since we must have
mbol ≤ mv.

The most accurate magnitude measurements are
made using photoelectric photometers. Usually filters
are used to allow only a certain wavelength band to
enter the detector. One of the multicolour magnitude
systems used widely in photoeletric photometry is the
UBV system developed in the early 1950’s by Harold
L. Johnson and William W. Morgan. Magnitudes are
measured through three filters, U = ultraviolet, B = blue
and V = visual. Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1 give the wave-
length bands of these filters. The magnitudes observed
through these filters are called U , B and V magnitudes,
respectively.

The UBV system was later augmented by adding
more bands. One commonly used system is the five
colour UBVRI system, which includes R = red and
I = infrared filters.

There are also other broad band systems, but they
are not as well standardised as the UBV, which has
been defined moderately well using a great number of

Fig. 4.6. Relative transmission profiles of filters used in the
UBVRI magnitude system. The maxima of the bands are nor-
malized to unity. The R and I bands are based on the system
of Johnson, Cousins and Glass, which includes also infrared
bands J, H, K, L and M. Previously used R and I bands differ
considerably from these

Table 4.1. Wavelength bands of the UBVRI and uvby filters
and their effective (≈ average) wavelengths

Magnitude Band width Effective
[nm] wavelength [nm]

U ultraviolet 66 367
B blue 94 436
V visual 88 545
R red 138 638
I infrared 149 797

u ultraviolet 30 349
v violet 19 411
b blue 18 467
y yellow 23 547

standard stars all over the sky. The magnitude of an
object is obtained by comparing it to the magnitudes of
standard stars.

In Strömgren’s four-colour or uvby system, the bands
passed by the filters are much narrower than in the UBV
system. The uvby system is also well standardized, but
it is not quite as common as the UBV. Other narrow
band systems exist as well. By adding more filters,
more information on the radiation distribution can be
obtained.

In any multicolour system, we can define colour
indices; a colour index is the difference of two mag-
nitudes. By subtracting the B magnitude from U we get
the colour index U − B, and so on. If the UBV system
is used, it is common to give only the V magnitude and
the colour indices U − B and B − V .

The constants F0 in (4.8) for U , B and V magnitudes
have been selected in such a way that the colour indices
B − V and U − B are zero for stars of spectral type A0
(for spectral types, see Chap. 8). The surface tempera-
ture of such a star is about 10,000 K. For example, Vega
(α Lyr, spectral class A0V) has V = 0.03, B − V = U −
B = 0.00. The Sun has V = −26.8, B − V = 0.62 and
U − B = 0.10.

Before the UBV system was developed, a colour
index C.I., defined as

C.I. = mpg −mv ,

was used. Since mpg gives the magnitude in blue and
mv in visual, this index is related to B − V . In fact,

C.I. = (B − V)−0.11 .

I = Counts * Gain
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The following two examples show you how to create customized charts of the field around the cataclysmic 
variable SS Cygni. First, here is a simple F-scale machine-plotted chart with North at the top and East at 
left, showing only SS Cyg and comparison stars: 

 

  
 
Next, here is a slightly more complicated version, with a customized size and notes, including all GCVS 
variables in the field, and using the Digital Sky Survey plate for the field rather than machine-plotted dots 
for stars: 
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